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 Hamilton Cycles: A Hamilton cycle, H, in a graph G is the same thing as a “Traveling Salesman Tour” in G:  

a connected subgraph, H, of G such that each node of G is hit by exactly two edges of H.  

 

For example, suppose we would like to decide whether we can seat a specified set of boys and an equal 

number of specified girls around a huge table so that each boy sits between two of the girls he loves, and each 

girl sits between two boys who love her.  

In other words suppose we would like to decide whether a given bipartite graph K, with the two specified 

node-sets, and love represented by edges, contains a Hamilton cycle.  

 

We do not know a good characterization in general of graphs having no Hamilton cycle, and hence  

we also do not know a polytime algorithm for in general deciding whether or not K has a Hamilton cycle.  

 

In the futile serious look for such a good chacterization, and polytime algorithm, in the mid-1960s, it was 

conjectured that there is no such algorithm.  

 

In a different terminology, the conjecture has come to be known as P ≠ NP.  

Even if P ≠ NP is true, there may not exist any proof of it.  

It is now taken as a practical axiom.  

 

Many problems, Q, have been shown to be „algorithmically hard‟ by showing that some problem, known to 

be polytime equivalent to the Hamilton cycle problem, is polytime reducible to Q. 
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However, there are some good sufficient conditions for a graph G (not necessarily bipartite)  

to contain a Hamilton cycle. That is, there are known some theorems which say that,  

either there exists a Hamilton cycle as specified, or there exists some other structure,  

where it is easy to recognize any instance of this structure when it is displayed.  

 

Because perhaps both structures exist, such a theorem will not provide a necessary condition  

for the Hamiltonicity. There is a rich literature of conditions for Hamiltonicity.  

We will concentrate on two EP theorems for Hamiltonicity, starting with the Ore-Dirac Lemma.  

We give a proof which is a polytime algorithm for finding an instance of what is asserted to exist.  

Dirac presented the basic idea in 1952. Ore presented the Lemma explicitly. 

 

The second EP theorem presented here has possibly not appeared before.  

It roughly resembles the Ore-Dirac Lemma, and is proved by a beautiful algorithm, not polytime.  

Surprisingly and significantly,  

it is not known whether there is a polytime algorithm for finding an instance of what the theorem 

says exists.  

 

We will close with some remarks on „necessary conditons‟ for Hamiltonicity 

 – which I prefer to call sufficient conditions for non-Hamiltonicity. 
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Ore-Dirac Lemma: Let u and v be two nodes of G which are not joined by an edge of G.  

Suppose the number of nodes to which u is joined in G plus the number of nodes to which v is joined in G is 

at least n, the number of nodes in G.  

Suppose that [G + an edge e joining u to v] contains a Hamilton cycle H containing e.  

Then there is a Hamilton cycle H’ (without e) in G.  

 

Proof. Number from 1 to n-2 the nodes, other than u and v, in the order they occur from u to v  

in the path [H – e].  

Let R be the subset of the nodes to which u is joined in G, and S the subset of nodes to which v is joined in G. 

The numbers plus 1 of the nodes in S must include a number which is the same as one of the numbers of the 

nodes in R, since we have at most n-1 different numbers, but (with multiplicities) at least n numbers.  

 

Hence, in path [H – e], one of the nodes, say x, to which v is joined, comes immediately before one of the 

nodes, say y, to which u is joined. Deleting the edge (x,y) from [H – e] and adding (v,x) and (u,y), we get a 

Hamilton cycle H‟ in G which excludes edge e = (u,v).  

That’s it. 
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A new theorem: Let H be a Hamilton cycle in graph G  

such that G minus the edges of H is connected.  

For any edge d of H, and for some different edge e of H,  

G minus e contains a Hamilton cycle H’ containing d.  

 

Proof. Let T be a spanning tree of the connected graph = [G minus the edges of H].  

Let u and v be the end-nodes of the path, P = [H minus the edge d = (u,v) of H].  

For simplicity of talking, regard T and P as buckets  

whose edge-contents change with algorithm-moves,  

but whose node-contents remain all the nodes.  

A pair (T,P) of buckets where T is a spanning tree, and P is a spanning path with end-nodes,  

u and v, is called an odd vertex of the exchange graph, X.  

     Move to T the edge f = (u,w) of P, creating a cycle in T, and isolating the node u from P.  

Break that cycle by moving to P the edge g = (w,u1) of that cycle, different from f,  

which shares the node w.  

     So now in bucket T is a different spanning tree. Now, in bucket P, the node u is isolated.  

The edges in P form “a flower” consisting of a cycle and a path where one end, u1, of the path is in 

the cycle and the other end of the path is node,v.  

(The path can have zero edges, so that v is in the cycle.)  

This kind of configuration is what we call “an even vertex of the exchange graph, X”. 
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At the beginning of the algorithm our pair of buckets is an odd vertex of the exchange graph, X.  

At the finish of our algorithm our pair of buckets is a different odd vertex of X.  

Otherwise, at a general stage of the algorithm, our pair of buckets is an even vertex of X,  

where T is a spanning tree, and P is the isolated node, u, and a flower, rooted at v.  

 

Two vertices of the exchange graph, X, are joined by an edge of X when we can get from one pair 

(T,P) to the other by moving one edge of G from P to T and one edge of G from T to P.  

 

A step of the algorithm is to walk from one end of an edge in X to the other end, that is, to move 

one edge of G from P to T and one edge of G from T to P so that the pair of buckets remains a 

vertex of X.  Each each “even vertex” of X is of degree 2. Each “odd vertex” of X is of degree 1. The 

algorithm is to walk along a path in X from the odd vertex where we started to another odd 

vertex.  

 

The algorithm ends with a spanning path P of G, with ends u and v, which is different than the P it 

starts with. The final *P + edge d+ is a Hamilton cycle, H‟, in G without some edge e which is in 

Hamilton cycle, H.  

That‟s it. 
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More usefull, than sufficient conditions for a graph G to have a Hamilton cycle (HC),  

are sufficient conditions for G to not have an HC.  

After all you can show that G has an HC by showing one of its HCs,  

but how might you show that a graph G does not have an HC?  

      It took many years for graph theorists (finally,Tutte) to find  

a planar 3 degree graph G which does not have an HC. Showing that it does not is tricky.  

 

      Here is a condition, not widely applicable, for proving that G does not have an HC: A subset S 

of the nodes of G such that the number of connected components of G-S is bigger than S.  

 

      Another approach, which is widely used as way to prove that a Traveling Salesman tour is 

optimum, though I have not seen it explicitly suggested as sufficient condition for proving that a 

graph does not have an HC.  Consider each Hamiltonian cycle, H, in a graph G to be represented 

by its 0,1 characteristic (i.e., incidence) vector, x. That is, for each edge, j, of G, the coordinate xj of 

x is 1 if j is in H and 0 if j is not in H.  Let Ax≤b be a system of linear inequalities each of which must 

be satisfied by any vector of an HC. A sufficient condition for a system Ax≤b to not have any 

solution at all is a vector y≥0 such that yA is all zeroes and yb is negative.  

Sufficient conditions for non-Hamiltonicity are not EP theorems.  

They are like the “Not both” part of the Marriage Theorem. 


